Spatial visualization of progressive states of maturing lentivirus.
Progressive states of maturing lentivirus: maedia visna virus (MVV) and human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), respectively, have been visualized by 2-D electron microscopy and by 3-D electron microscopic tomography. A major fraction of MVV and a low percentage of HIV appear as immature particles 4 to 5 days post virus infection. Upon budding the gag-precursor material is densely packed inside the external envelope. After virus release the major portion of precursors is assembled within an approximately 25 nm thick layer directly attached to the envelope. Structural maturation of the core is different for the two viruses. Pleomorphic cores are observed in mature MVV in contrast to structurally defined cores of HIV. The latter are principally cone-shaped, spanning the entire diameter of the virion with a 40 to 60 nm wide free end and an approximately 20 nm narrow end attached to the envelope with a core-envelope-link.